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Legalizing Infanticide
In March 2022, California introduced a bill [AB2223] that
“decriminalizes neglecting newborns to death.” By September
27, 2022, California democratic Governor Newsom approved the
bill into law. By forming the “Future of Abortion Council,”
the governor effectively turned California into a “sanctuary
state”  for  the  procedure  of  legalizing
infanticide.  Maryland  and  Colorado  are  doing  the  same.

For years, pro-life advocates have argued there is no moral
difference between ending a child’s life days before birth or
days after birth. California’s pro-abortion legislators now
seemingly agree,” – Jonathan Keller, President of California
Family Council. 

What could possibly merit the approved killing of infants, up
to  28  days  after  birth,  under  the  guise  of  “reproductive
health?”

The  answer  is  multifaceted.  On  one  level,  the  government
devalues  humans  as  part  of  a  transition  to  non-gender
or  Transgender  politics.  [See  The  It  Generation  for  more
information.] On another level, more organs can be harvested
if  the  fetus  is  allowed  to  be  born.  On  another  level,
infanticide is part of a ritual that goes back thousands of
years.
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Harvesting In the Open
A lot of money can be made by harvesting and selling body
parts. The most lucrative parts are the ones you cannot live
without. Some say you can sell your living body for millions
of dollars. But, is it worth it if you can’t enjoy it? New
laws and campaigns to dehumanize are hoping to change minds
and ultimately behavior. According to one source, in 2021,
insulin,  prolactin,  amniotic  fluid  and  other  fluids  and
tissues are priced to sell for around $43,000 with total body
worth around $46 million. Here are what some human organs are
valued at on the Black Market:

Reproductive organs: $445,000
Kidneys: $93,000-$200,000
Liver: $157,000-$474,000
Heart: $119,000
Lung: $116,000
Pancreas:  $46,000
Corneas: $8-30,000
Bone marrow:  $3-43,000 (legally)
Eggs:  $5-$50,000
Coronary artery: $1525
Small intestine:  $2519
Gallbladder : $1200
Skulls with Teeth: $1200
Scalp:  $600
Spleen:  $508
Stomach:  $500
Shoulder: $500
Blood: $337 per pint
Skin:  $12 per sq. in.

Around the world, the laws are changing when it comes to organ
donation.  From  England  to  Australia  and  most  places  in
between, unless you “opt-out,” it is now assumed you will be
an organ donor upon your death. You must specifically withdraw
from the program if you disagree.  However, if there is no
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informed consent, how do people know what they didn’t sign up
for?   Does  this  amount  to  stealing  body  parts,  or  grave
robbing in the open?

‘Spare Parts’ Scandals
A sordid history of harvesting bodies for spare parts were
recorded as scandals only because they were caught. In 2001,
an investigation of a leading children’s hospital in Britain
illegally harvested hearts, brains, eyes and other organs from
thousands  of  dead  children  without  the  consent  of  their
parents. The collection of organs for medical research is
common in many countries, including the United States.  From
the Fetal Tissue Retention Scandals to the Los Angeles Fetal
Disposal Scandal (16,000 aborted fetuses in a California home)
to the 2001 Alder Hey Organs Scandal (over 100K body parts and
fetuses, see report), fetuses are considered to be ‘spare
parts’  for  profit.  The  NIH,  Congress,  hospitals,  doctors,
universities,  biomedical  research,  Planned  Parenthood,  and
pharmaceutical companies are all complicit in the procurement
of disposable fetuses, less than 28 weeks old, for research,
and without parental consent.

On  a  separate  but  related  note,  in  2020,  founder  of  NY
Teachers for Choice, Michael Kane, in a letter to the mayor,
suggested that the government was stealing teacher and student
DNA under the guise of COVID testing. The harvesting of DNA by
state government is a blatant invasion of bodily privacy, said
Kane and others. And yet, DNA harvesting continued for two
years and still continues, without informed consent.

In March of 2020, during the early pandemic, the World Health
Organization issued guidelines for infection management of a
dead body under the ‘COVID’ context. Autopsies could only be
performed under special conditions and strict guidelines. In
essence,  the  guidance  made  autopsies  prohibitory  for  most
hospitals. Onerous precautions were made for deceased bodies.
Ironically, today people who are COVID-positive are viable
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organ  donors,  while  unvaccinated  people  are  being  denied
transplants.  No  one  talks  about  the  high  rate  of  false-
positive tests using the PCR test.

If no one thinks twice about giving away their DNA using
an inaccurate PCR test, then it isn’t a stretch to think
that Living Vital Organ Donation, with consent, would allow
for tailored killing by harvesting. But why is the preferred
market  for  bodies  and  parts  those  of  fetuses  and
newborns?  Scientists  say  fetal  tissue  is  essential  for
vaccines and developing treatments.

A Long History of Child Sacrifice
Moloch,  Molech,  Molekh,  or  Molek,  representing  Hebrew מלך 
mlk, (translated directly into king) is either the name of a
god and the name of a particular kind of sacrifice associated
historically with that god in cultures throughout the Middle
East, including but not limited to the Jewish, Egyptian,
Caananite, Phoenician and related cultures in North Africa
and the Levant.

The Bible describes Moloch, or Molech, as being the androgyne
god to whom child sacrifices had been made in a shrine outside
the city of Jerusalem. Moloch as the Canaanite deity, Ba’al-
Hadad or Hadad. Hadad was considered the king of the gods by
the ancient Canaanites. In the Biblical account, children are
said to have been sacrificed or “passed through the fire” to
Moloch at a shrine outside the city walls of Jerusalem called
Topheth, in the valley of Ben-Hinnom.

The prophet Jeremiah 19:5. In 2 Kings 17, ….worshiped all the
host of heaven and served xBaal. 17 yAnd they burned their
sons and their daughters as offerings1 and used zdivination
and aomens and bsold themselves to do evil in the sight of
the LORD, provoking him to anger. 18

In  Jerimemiah  Chapter  19:4,  it  was  the  Judeans,  not
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the  Caananites,  who  burned  their  sons  and  daughters:

4. because they have forsaken Me, and have estranged this
place, and have offered in it unto other gods, whom neither
they nor their fathers have known, nor the kings of Judah;
and have filled this place with the blood of innocents; 5 and
have built the high places of Baal, to burn their sons in the
fire for burnt-offerings unto Baal; which I commanded not,
nor spoke it, neither came it into My mind. {P}          6
Therefore, behold, the days come, saith the LORD, that this
place shall no more be called Topheth, nor the valley of the
son of Hinnom, but the valley of slaughter;

It appears that Ba’al worship does not discriminate among
religions when it comes to child sacrifice. Any young human
will do. Judeo-Christians were complicit then, just as they
are complicit now. Worshipping Ba’al means sacrificing human
life, never your own, just the innocent newly born, or first
born, so that you might have prosperity here on earth.  There
are  at  least  25  cultures  known  to  have  practiced  human
sacrifice.

Just as the Sodomites celebrated same-sex orgies, beastiality,
human-animal hybrids (chimeras), and the practice of rape, to
acquire supernatural powers so, too, is beastiality again on
the  rise  in  some  western  cultures.  The  Bible  spoke  of
cannibalism during sieges (cf. Lev 26:29; Deut 28:53-57; Jer
19:9; Ezek 5:10). Additionally, three other passages record
that  cannibalism  happened  in  Israel’s  history  (2  Kgs
6:24-31; Lam 2:20; 4:10).Has anything really changed? Are we
unknowingly eating fellow humans via injection? During the
Eucharist, why does the Catholic priest insist upon eating the
body and drinking the blood of Christ? Do we accept the answer
of living sacrifice?

 The Androgyne Baphomet, a goat-headed demigod, was worshiped
by  elite  groups  during  the  13th  and  14th  centuries.  The
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Egyptians worshipped this god as Osiris who ruled over the
underworld in the constellation Orion. Americans worship the
mighty dollar, which is being made obsolete.

Understanding  written  history,  one  might  ask  if  Planned
Parenthood represents the new face of Ba’al worship. Likewise,
the  focus  on  sexual  transformation,  or  Transhumanism,
represents the dawn of an old religion made new again. Some
might say that we have come full circle from the the ancient
city of Babylon of the 7th and 6th centuries B.C.E., and
its false religion and tower of Babel, which ended badly. But
what if that Bible story was written for this time? Is The
Rapture meant to usher in a New World Order, a Great Reset.

Does a network of medical professionals profit from the unborn
and partly born? Are politicians, who change laws to legalize
infanticide also limiting freedom for everyone? Are these the
pillars of the Great Reset?

Are aborted fetuses that are later incinerated an offering to
Moloch/Ba’al? Does this dynamic continue under the exact same
hopes as it had for centuries: the hope for a rich and easy
life? Has Secular Humanism become today’s Baalism?

Whatever it is, it is the fervor of a spiritual battle that
must be faced by each of us, where we stand.  Do we allow the
harvesting of human children to continue, or do we take back
our humanity and divinity? Human souls of future generations
will grow up in a society of our making. As history proves, it
is not what happens to us, but how we respond that makes the
difference for what comes next.
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